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INTRODUCTION

Third-generation synchrotron x-ray facilities, such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS)

currently being built at Argonne National Laboratory, can generate a very bright x-ray beam in a

very small area. X-ray optics used in such facilities have to be designed not only to survive the

powerful heat load from the x-ray but also to perform well to satisfy the x-ray users need. The

basic requirement for a good performance is very small thermal deformation, The high heat flux

becomes a very challenge engineering problem for third-generation synchrotron x-ray facilities.

The critical optical components in a synchrotron facility are mirrors, crystals, multilayer

gratings, and also their auxiliary equipment, such as vacuum-separating windows and spectra

trimming filters. In order to fully understand the behavior of these optical components, one _.8_i _ _ __ __

must first study the interaction of x-rays with the optical element. That is, how the x-rays are _.[ z_.o _

absorbed in a media. This in turn requires one to have a good understanding of x-ray __,__---- o"=_
O " ._C

O''_ ° =1"2.
0 ---. _ (;) _'0

characteristics, such as spectral and angular distribution from bending magnets (BM) and _ _..o._.-:
r _ _ "_ _;_ _ ' _ _ _ "

' " E :,' ",' :1 o
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insertion devices (ID). When x-rays are absorbed in optical elements, the temperature rises

inside the elements, which usually necessitates sophisticated active cooling techniques.

Therefore, thermal and thermal stress and deformation analyses are necessary to understand the

mechanical behavior of the optical elements.

Unfortunately, so far there is no easy and consistent approach to this problem. People

usually use approximate methods to roughly calculate the behavior, and then they must resort to

some very expensive and time-consuming tests.

This paper presents an X-Ray Absorption Package (XRAP) and the theoretical background

for this program. XRAP is a computer code developed for analysis of optical elements in

synchrotron radiation facilities. Two main issues are to be addressed: 1) generating BM

(bending magnet) and ID (insertion device) spectrum and calculating their absorption in media,

especially in such structural forms as variable thickness windows/filters and crystals; and 2)

providing a finite difference engine for fast but sophisticated thermal and stress analyses for

optical elements, such as windows and filters. Radiation cooling, temperature-dependent

material properties (such as thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient) etc. are

taken into account in the analyses. For very complex geometry, an interface i's provided directly

to finite element codes such as ANSYS [1]. Some of the present features built into XRAPi

include: (1) generation of BM and ID spectra; (2) photon absorption analysis of optical elements

including filters, windows and mirrors, etc.; (3) heat transfer and thermal stress analyses of

windows and filters and their buckling check; (4) user-friendly graphical interface that is based

on the state-of-the-art technology of GUI and X-window systems, which can be easily ported to

other computer platforms; (5) postscript file outputof either black/white or colored graphics for

total/absorbed power, temperature, stress, spectra, etc.

Finite-difference formulation with temperature-dependent material properties is used for

variable thickness plane thermal and plane stress problems. Because radiative cooling dominates

when the temperature is high, the radiation effect has been considered. Different approaches for

x-ray spectrum calculations and different approximations are implemented in XRAP. After
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discussion of the software implementation of the spectrum calculation, finite difference thermal

and stress analyses, and the user-friendly graphical interface of the package, this paper presents

applications of XRAP to optical analyses at the APS.

Although the program has been developed specifically for the x-ray beam sources at the

APS, it can be adapted and used with other sources, such as any other particle beam, laser, or

neutron source.

SPECTRA CALCULATIONS AND X-RAY ABSORPTION IN MEDIA

The absorption calculations of x-rays in a media and the interaction of x-rays with optical

elements, depend on the characteristics of the x-rays. Two of the most important characteristics

are their spectral and angular distributions. Only some numerical integration andexponential

function calculations are necessary to calculate wiggler spectra. However, undulator spectra

calculation is more complex and several different approaches are available [2]: (i) the use of the

general radiation equation and either numerical integration, the fast Fourier transformmethod, or

other techniques; (ii) the use of a simplified form for the electron trajectoryin an ideal undulator;

and (iii) the use of approximations for the angular distribution of the radiation.

PHOTON has been developed by Chapman et al. [3] to calculate radiation in synchrotron

beamlines. It can be used to generate spectra of either synchrotron wiggler or bending magnets.

No consideration was made for electron-photon beam interactions and finite source size. Dejus

et al. [4] extended the PHOTON program to take into account the softening of the energy

spectrum as the beam is observed off-axis in the horizontal direction.

The extended PHOTON program by Dejus et al. [4] has been adapted and rewritten in C

language here for calculation of BM and wiggler spectra. The electron-photon beam interactions

and finite source size are preserved. The data structure and program frame is changed to add

more flexibility and efficiency.
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Walker [2], Walker and Diviacco [5] developed an algorithm called URGENT to calculate

undulator radiation spectral, angular, polarization, and power density properties, and URGENT is

invoked as a subroutine in XRAP to calculate the spectrum of an undulator device.

Variable thickness window and filter analysis algorithms discussed in [6,7] are

implemented here, and the window/filter thickness is assumed to take the form of a second-order

polynomial.

XRAP can also perform the calculation of x-ray absorption in a mirror, the key factor of

which is to calculate the reflectivity of the mirror material at the incident angle. The absorbed

power profile then is an integration at each angle in energy space.

Because the calculation of spectra may takes very long computer time, the calculated

spectrum can be saved for later use.

FINITE DIFFERENCE ANALYSES OF VARIABLE THICKNESS STRUCTURES

For variable thickness plane thermal heat transfer analysis, references [6] and [7] gives the

finite difference formulation:

Tra+l m + CO _Tm+ ! , m ' ' n2Tm+l t' 2 m '
i,j =(l-6o)Yj,j -_[ l-Ljti-lj + Ti+l,jti+Lj * D l-Lj i-t,j + B TJ+ljti+Lj+

(1)
_L_2 .,

where T is the temperature, Ax and Ay are the sizes of grid in x and y directions, respectively; B

= Ax/Ay, _ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, q'" the heat generation rate, t the thickness at

location (i,j), t' is the average thickness between neighbor nodes, A is a constant defined in [6],

and e is the emissivity of material. Radiation cooling has be taken into account, and thermal

conductivity can be temperature dependent. The to in Eq. (1) denotes the relaxation factor of a

successive over relaxation (SOR) method. With a relaxation factor o <_tos 2, the convergence can

be guaranteed. Proper boundaries should be given when Eq. (l) is used.
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Wang and Kuzay [6] also give the corresponding finite difference formulation for variable

thickness plane stress analysis:

u,,+l m CO m 1 ,,+t I m + 1 .1 - V B 2l.j =(l-to)u_..j'l {ut+l.j(l+ tt3)-ut_t.j(l--_tt3)-ut.j+t(l "-_t24)T --
211+I-----_°B2l

2

um+l m+l vm+! _ 1)
i,j_l(l-lt24 l-° B 2 vm 181))---2--" -( i+,j-v,-,j)t24_B-(v_+t- i.j-t,q3_B-

vm + .m+! m vm I+1) i+1) .[ ,+t.j+lv,-l.j-I-(v,-j.j+l+ ,+l.j_,)l----ff--B+---_axaITi+l.j-T,_Lj+r_./t31}

¼, ..+, 1 ¼ 1-1)vm+lt..i =(l-co)v/._ . co1_1) { _'_+1(1+ /24 / -- I"/'J-1(1-- 4 " 24)--Viii'j(1+ II3) 2B 2 (2)
2[l+-_T-]

v m+trt 1 .1-I) m .m+l !-11 m .re+I,. 1)
-- UI_I, j )t24

[U" - m+l ,, 1+0 __•_'+l,j+i+ui-14-1-(ui-14+l +u_+l,j-I)]"_+ Ayo_[Ti,j+I- Tl.j-I + Ti.jt241} '

where u, and v are the displacements in the x and y directions, respectively, v is Poisson's ratio, ot
t

is the thermal expansion coefficient, and all other symbols are the same as in Eq. (1). The

thermal expansion coefficient can be temperature dependent, and, again, proper boundaries

should be considered when the above formulation is used. After the converge, the following

displacement-stress relation should be used to calculate the stress in the structure.

(crx),j=2(i"v2)ax[(u'.Lj-u'-LJ)+vBCv,j+,-v,j_,)l-ar,j

E _ : [B(vi,+l - vi,j-t ) + u(um.j - u_-l.j )l - _ 0_T,.I (3)(°'Y)_d = 2(1 - u')Ax "
E

(cr._,)i,j= 4(I + u)Ax [B(uld+l - ui'j-I) + (Vi+kj - vi-l'j)]

where Ox, 6y, 6xy, are the x, y, and shear stress components, E is Young's modulus, and all other

symbols are the same as in Eqs. (1) and (2).

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Window-based user interfaces have become a common feature of most computer systems, _

and users are beginning to expect all applications to have user-friendly interfaces. Unfortunately,

a user interface that is easy to use is seldom easy to build. Some experts estimate that as much as
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90 percent of the total effort required to develop a typical window- and mouse-based application

goes into the user interface• This makes moving software between different window systems a

significant task. The X window system provides a standard window environment so that the

application is easier to port from one platform to another. Thus, the X window system and the

Motif widget set were chosen for the programming of the XRAP graphical user interface.

As shown in figure 1, XRAP uses the state-of-the-art X window system to implement a

graphical user interface to present and manipulate the analytical results. The interface primarily

consists of two subwindows and many buttons. The windows are the area of graphic display,

and buttons and menus are used for data manipulation, data selection, and to interface with other

finite element analysis codes, etc. The left window displays the contour of the currently selected

data using a color map for different values. A rubber banding is provided to show dynamically

the cut off in the horizontal and vertical directions• The right window displays the same data set

with a hidden-surface-removal projected grid surface. The buttons under this window allow a

user to manipulate the profile: to move up and down, left and fight, and to rotate in three space

angles. Two buttons in the lower part of the left window are the cascaded menus, one of which

provides the capabilities to choose a desired optical element for power absorl_tion data

processing, thermal analysis, thermal stress analysis, and to interface with the finite element

analysis code ANSYS. The other menu can be used to choose different stress components, i.e.,

stress in the x direction, stress in the y direction, and shear stress. By pressing the button "Plot",

one can write the displayed graphic into a Postscript file to generate a hard copy later.

A data set, such as the absorbed power in optical elements, a temperature profile, or a stress

profile that is defined on a rectangle is a surface in three-space can be interactively displayed by

both contour map and projected image in two subwindows. A contour map contains more exact

information about the function, while a projected image is more helpful in visualizing the shape

of the surface. In order to show a profile from any view point and direction, an algorithm for

hidden surface removal adapted from Painter's algorithm is implemented.
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The XRAP program gives users the capabilities to write information on power absorption,

temperature distribution, stress distribution, spectrum, reflectivity, etc., into Postscript files to

later print a hard copy. Both the black/white and color options are available.

Different colors are used in a contour display of the data to represent different values. X

windows allows users to design a color model or colormap for their application. For an eight-bit

plane hardware, the total number of colors is 256. If the maximum value is represented by red

and the minimum value by blue, the medium transit colors are yellow, green, and cyan.

PROCEDURES

XRAP starts by calculating the spectral and angular distribution of x-rays. Depending on

the kind of devices, XRAP calculates either a wiggler spectrum or an undulatorspectrum. For a

device in the transition range (i.e., devices with a deflection parameter between 1.5_K<5), both a

wiggler approximationand a Bessel function approximation can be used. This is decided by

consideration of two factors: the deviation caused bythe approximation and calculation speed.

If there is a mirrorin the array of the optical elements to be analyzed, reflectivity is

calculated for each mirror after the generation of the spectrum. Reflectivity if a function of

photon energy, and it is dependent on the incident angle of the beam onto the mirror and mirror

material. Figure 2 depicts a reflectivity of a mirror calculated by XRAP.

The photon transmission after each optical element is calculated, and the absorbed power

distribution is kept for later use. Figures 3 to 5 show some examples of calculated absorbed

power in optics. After that, the control is turned over to the X window, interactive, graphical-

user interface. One can then select an optical element, do a thermalanalysis, do a thermal stress

analysis, display the analytical results, manipulate the contour and three-space grid profiles,

interface with a finite element analysis code, and generate Postscript files for hard copy.

As discussed previously [8], buckling is not suggested to be a working condition for

windows. That is to say, a window should be designed to be free of buckling during normal

working conditions. After a stress analysis, a buckling check is automatically performed, and the

buckling load factor is printed out. If the buckling load factor is less than unity, buckling will
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occur under the load conditions. Otherwise, the maximum stress and other information should

be used to judge the safety of the optical element by safety criteria, such as that proposed by

Wang and Kuzay [9] for x-ray filters and windows.

XRAP can also be executed in a noninteractive style. For example, if one is interested only

in calculation of mirror reflectivity, the maximum temperatures, the maximum stress, the

buckling load factor, etc., one can use this option. Almost all the functions of XRAP can be

performed in a noninteractive style using command line options. Noninteractive execution is

especially useful when one tries to run XRAP from within another code, such as ANSYS. An

ANSYS user can invoke XRAP within ANSYS in a noninteractive style, which then calculates

the absorbed power and writes heat load files out for the thermal analysis of the corresponding

optical element.

The finite element thermal and thermal analyses are necessary when the optical element has

a complex geometry. A mirror that has finned or pin-post cooling channels under the mirror

surface is a typical example. In this case, a three-dimensional finite element code is necessary to

properly model the problem. When interfaced with a finite element analysis code, such as

ANSYS, finite element and node information is needed in XRAP. Nodes on the absorption

surface should be defined in a local coordinate system. The local coordinate systems me defined

such that z is in the beamline direction, x is the horizontal direction, and y is the vertical

direction. The output from XRAP is an ANSYS thermal load file that contains the heat

generation rate per unit volume for each element. In ANSYS, a macrocommand is provided so

that the element and node information is written into files with proper format. One can refer to

the user's manual of XRAP for details [10].

APPLICATIONS

Filter8 and Windows for a UndulatgrBeamline; The undulator for the synchrotron radiation

instrumentation (SRI) collaborative access team (CAT) at the APS has a period of 2.9 cm and a

total of 81 periods. Its deflection parameter is K = 1.865 when the gap is closed. The distance of



the window ,and filter from the source is about 28 meters. Due to the small beam size and fixed

mask aperturing in front of the window, the window can be made small. Analyses are performed

using XRAP on the following windows: 10 mm X 8 mm, 10 mm X 6 mm, 5 mm X 5 mm, and 4

mm X 4 mm.

It is assumed that the temperature of the block holding the filter and the window is kept at

300 K. The thermal conductivity of both graphite and Be is 2 W/cm K. The radiation effect is

taken into account with the emissivity of 0.2 for both the Be and graphite materials.

For the case of a graphite filter and a 254-1am-thick Be window, the results are shown in

table 1. For the cases of a 10 mm X 8 mm X 0.254 mm and a 10 mm X 6 mm X 0.254 mm Be

window, a 200-1xm thick graphite filter can guarantee safe operation of the window at the

minimum device gap. If a 5 mm X 5 mm window is used, a window without a filter can operate

safely.

Table 1. Undulator Window Analysis Results

Window size Filter Window Al_so_ Absorbed Tmaxin Tmaxin
Thickness Thickness Power in Power in Filter Window

Filter Window

.. _m) .. (,um) (W) . (W) (K) (K)
10 X 8 mm2 300 254 278 26.1 1018 385

10 X 8 mm2 200 254 217 32.9 1123 407

10X 6 mm2 300 254 278 26.I 1018 367

10X 6 mm2 200 254 217 32.9 1123 383

10X 6 mm2 100 254 134 45.3 1270 442

10 X 6 mm2 0 254 75 510

5 X 5 mm2 0 254 75 400

4 X 4 mm2 0 254 75 366

V_riable Thickness Windows: The behavior of a window can be improved by using

variable thickness, and, due to the length limit of this paper, the results are discussed in another

paper [6].

Di_mQnd WindQw_Barrier: XRAP is used for analysis of diamond windows for both the

APS Undulator A and the wiggler. The thermal conductivity of diamond is 12 W/cm K, and the
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window edges are assumed to be clamped and cooled at 300 K. Calculations were done for

different window thicknesses: 10 l.tm, 50 I.tm, 110 l,tm, 150 lxm, and 200 lam.

The results are plotted in figures 6 and 7. If the maximum thermal stress is larger than the

buckling stress, the window buckles under the thermal load. One can see from figure 7.that the

thermal stress decreases as the thickness increases due to the fact that the power absorption per

unit thickness decreases when the thickness increases. For buckling, stress increases as the

window thickness increases. Before the two curves in figure 7 cross, the thermal stress is above

the buckling stress. At a certain thickness (about 150 lam) the curves cross each other. Beyond

this point, the buckling stress becomes larger than the thermal stress. The point that two curves

cross each other is the minimum thickness that guarantees the structural integrity of the window.

Windows thinner than this will buckle.

The maximum temperatures for both the undulator and the wiggler case are less than 700 K

for all the thicknesses larger than 10 lxm.

D__.¢,pthEffect 9f X-ray Absorption and Beryllium Surface Material: The depth effect can be

caused by two factors: 1) the nonuniform distribution of absorbed x-rays through the thickness,

which usually is an exponential function of thickness; 2) the bending of the structure due to a

temperature difference on the top and bottom surfaces. Because sometimes the depth effect can

be dominant, it is very important to consider the depth effect. XRAP can be used to consider the

depth effect of x-ray absorption for a more precise model f6r devices, such as the beryllium-

plated photon shutter. This is done by dividing the face material into several layers of filter and

calculating the absorbed power separately; then using a finite element analysis code to input the

thermal load for each layer and performing thermal, and thermal stress analyses.

XRAP can be used to calculate the spectra in advance and store them in files. Because

XRAP performs the thermal and thermal stress analyses very fast, when one changes the

combination of filters and windows, XRAP can be invoked noninteractively in a real-time

fashion to calculate the thermal stresses and judge the safety of the filters and trigger the control

hardware.
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Figure I. XRAP User Graphics Interface
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Figure 5. Absorbed Power Prof'de by a Filter ,_
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Diamond Window Analysis for Undulator A
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